
Top ten tips for life from the perspective of an anarchic punk  
 

1. Don't let the people in your life make your decisions 
The people in your life may be important but you shouldn't let them affect yout opinions or 
decisions. A good example of this is politicians some are worse than others but all persist 
the idea of infecting your mind with there opinions telling you how to think  
 

2. You can do what you want  
The biggest myth the government tries to seed into your head is that as a regular member of 
society you have to go to work every day to pay of the mortgage you have to pay for your 
house while raising your two kids before inevitably your end up with a divorce  and two kids 
who don't want to speak to you, the fact most people don't realise your not bound to your 
current situation and you can do anything you please and go anywhere u want it just has to 
be your decision. 
 

3. Being an anarchist doesn't mean being a dick, im all for overthrowing a tyrannical 
government but the regular working class bloke doesn't deserve to be verbally 
assaulted because you consider yourself punk, politicians and the general public are 
very different people, that being said you still need to stand up for yourself none 
should be able to walk over you or at least they  

 
4. Don’t let the idea of anarchy or any political ideology take over, it may be important 

but its not yours or anyones elses only call to action everyone has friends family lives 
outside of the movement and its important to remember that, all energy cant be 
focused on something you hate because then the anger and hate takes over and no 
political movement is worth your soul or your no worse than what your fighting 
against 


